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Abstract—This paper describes a method of considering the
problem of planning for indoor service robot. We introduce a
novel graph theoretic formulation of the planning a typical
working day problem. We prove that this problem is NP-
complete. In proof we consider an explicit reduction of the
planning a typical working day problem to the problem of
finding a Hamiltonian path. Also we describe an approach to
solve this problem. This approach is based on constructing a
logical model for the planning a typical working day problem.
Using our reduction from the planning a typical working day
problem to the Hamiltonian path problem and reduction from
the Hamiltonian path problem to the satisfiability problem one
can try to solve the planning a typical working day problem
by local search and intelligent algorithms which developed for
the satisfiability problem.

Index Terms—theory of actions, planning algorithms, satisfi-
ability problem, Hamiltonian path problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

PROBLEMS of planning and scheduling are among the
most rapidly developing areas of modern computer

science (see e.g. [1] – [5]). Different planning problems for
mobile vehicles are of considerable interest for many years.
For example, the vehicle routing problem was first introduced
in 1959 [6] but still actual. The vehicle routing problem
and its variants have been intensively studied and received
considerable attention for many decades (see e.g. [7], [8] and
references). Recently, in [9] presented a new distribution and
route planning problem, general delivery problem. Among
other examples we can mention multi-robot forest coverage
problems (e.g. [10]), localization problems (e.g. [11], [12]),
allocating complex tasks problems (e.g. [13]), path and
motion planning problems (e.g. [14] – [18]), pursuit-evasion
problems (e.g. [19]). In this paper we consider a planning
problem for service robots. In particular, for such robots we
consider a planning problem from the point of view of well-
known and intensively studied theory of actions (e.g. [20] –
[23]).

Service robots have no strict internationally accepted defi-
nition, which, among other things, delimits them from other
types of equipment, in particular, the manipulating industrial
robot. The ISRA (International Service Robot Association —
One of the several Robotic Industries Association (RIA)
Organizations) [24] defines service robots as machines that
sense, think, and act to benefit or extend human capabilities
and to increase human productivity. According to the IFR
(International Federation of Robotics) [25], a service robot
is a robot which operates semi- or fully autonomously
to perform services useful to the well-being of humans
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and equipment, excluding manufacturing operations. With
this definition, manipulating industrial robots could also be
regarded as service robots, provided they are installed in non-
manufacturing operations. Service robots may or may not
be equipped with an arm structure as is the industrial robot.
Often, but not always, the service robots are mobile. In some
cases, service robots consist of a mobile platform on which
one or several arms are attached and controlled in the same
mode as the arms of the industrial robot.

For a long time, the use of robots was limited to manufac-
turing automation and space exploration. Only large corpo-
rations and government agencies could afford the systems
integration costs associated with the robotics automation
projects. Underdeveloped artificial intelligence technology,
safety issues and high costs of systems integration were the
main limiting factors preventing the use of robotics by small
businesses and households. Service robots have long been a
staple of science fiction and commercial visions of the future.
Until recently, we have only been able to speculate about
what the experience of using such a device might be. Current
service robots, introduced as consumer products, allow us to
make this vision a reality. Though the service robots are
in their infancy stage, we are witnessing perhaps the most
exciting and promising robot evolution of all. Service robots
will one day become the largest class of robot applications,
outnumbering the industrial uses by several times.

Because they are designed for a social world, service
robots must carry out functional as well as non-functional
(social) tasks. In the future, autonomous, mobile service
robots will assist people in many environments. Robots could
help the elderly and caretakers, assist with work around the
home, act as guards, and perform tasks that are repetitive,
boring, or dangerous in nursing homes, hospitals, military
environments, disaster sites, and schools.

Current service robot investigations dial with following
robot specializations [24]: agriculture and harvesting robots;
automatic refilling robots; cleaning and housekeeping robots;
construction robots; edutainment robots; fire fighting robots;
robots for domestic tasks; robots in food industry; guides
and office robots; humanitarian demining robots; humanoid
and anthropomorphic robots; inspection robots; lawn mowing
robots; medical robotics; mining robots; picking and palletiz-
ing robots; rehabilitation robots; surveillance and exploration
robots; search and rescue robots. In this paper we consider
multi-task indoor service robots such as robots for domestic
tasks and office robots. For such robot we can suppose that
during a typical working day it must perform some fixed
set of tasks. It is natural to consider for such robots the
planning a typical working day problem which require to
create a proper sequence of tasks. We introduce a novel
graph theoretic formulation of this problem and prove that it
is NP-complete. Also we describe an approach to solve this
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problem.

II. THE PLANNING A TYPICAL WORKING DAY FOR
INDOOR SERVICE ROBOTS PROBLEM

Consider an indoor service robot R. Suppose that S is the
set of everyday jobs of R.

Following a common approach in reasoning about actions,
dynamic systems are modeled in terms of state evolutions
caused by actions. A state is a complete description of a
situation the system can be in. Actions cause state transitions,
making the system evolve from the current state to the next
one. In principle we could represent the behavior of a system
(i.e. all its possible evolutions) as a transition graph G =
(V,E),

V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn},

E = {e1, e2, . . . , em},

where:
• Each node vi ∈ V represents a state, and is labeled with

the properties that characterize the state.
• Each arc ej ∈ E represents a state transition, and is

labeled by the action that causes the transition.
Since we consider a working day for robot, we can suppose

that there exist an initial state S. Correspondingly, we can
assume that there exist a final state F . So, during a typical
working day a service robot R performs some path from S
to F .

For each task s ∈ S suppose that during a typical working
day task s can be solved by R only t(s) times where

t(s) ∈ {1, 2, . . . } ∪ {∞}.

For example, let R be a cooking robot and

S = {breakfast, dinner, supper, beep, water}.

It is natural to assume that

t(breakfast) = 1,

t(dinner) = 1,

t(supper) = 1,

t(beep) =∞,

t(water) > 1, t(water) 6=∞.

In general case a task s ∈ S require a sequence of
transitions

vi1 →
ej1

vi2 →
ej2 · · · →

ejk−1
vik .

We suppose that during a working day a task s solved by our
robot t(s) times if and only if during this day it performs
some path from S to F such that node vik visited t(s) times.
Therefore, we can assume that S ⊆ V .

For some service robots we also needed a limitation for
nodes from V \S. For example, water cleaning robots can
move along carpets but we may want to limit with activity.
Therefore, for each node v ∈ V \S we suppose that during a

typical working day node v can be visited by R only f(v)
times where

f(v) ∈ {1, 2, . . . } ∪ {∞}.

From this point of view essential difference between nodes
from S and from V \S consists in following conditions:
• Each node s ∈ S must be visited.
• Each node v ∈ V \S can be visited.
Now, we can introduce a graph theoretic formulation of

the planning a typical working day for indoor service robots
problem. Consider the following problem:

PLANNING A TYPICAL WORKING DAY FOR INDOOR SER-
VICE ROBOTS PROBLEM:

INSTANCE: A set S, a transition graph G = (V,E), a
function t : S → {1, 2, . . . } ∪ {∞}.

QUESTION: Does G have a path from S to F such that
robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any
task s from set S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more
then f(v) times?

Theorem. The planning a typical working day for indoor
service robots problem is NP-complete.

Proof. Note that it is not evident that the planning a typical
working day for indoor service robots problem is in NP,
since in general case a solution of this problem may be not
of polynomial size. To show that our problem is in NP we
reduce the planning a typical working day for indoor service
robots problem to the Hamiltonian path problem.

Lemma 1. Let t(v) = p, t(v) > 1, t(v) 6= ∞, for some
transition graph G = (V,E) and set S, v ∈ S. Let

S′ = (S\{v}) ∪ {vn+1, vn+2, . . . , vn+p}. (1)

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be a graph such that

V ′ = {v1, v2, . . . , vn+p}\{v},

E′ = {e1, e2, . . . , em,

(vi, vn+r)l, (vn+r, vj)l, (vn+d, vn+d+1)1 | (vi, v)l ∈ E,

(v, vj)l ∈ E, 1 ≤ r ≤ p, 1 ≤ d ≤ p− 1}\

{(vi, v)l, (v, vj)l | (vi, v)l ∈ E, (v, vj)l ∈ E},

t(vn+r) = 1, 1 ≤ r ≤ p.

In G there exist a path from S to F such that robot R solves
all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s from set
S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then f(v) times
if and only if in G′ there exist a path from S to F such that
robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any
task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no more
then f(v) times.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let a sequence

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vik (2)

be a path in G = (V,E) from S to F such that robot R
solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s
from set S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then
f(v) times. Consider a set

{j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}
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such that

j ∈ {j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}

if and only if vij = v. Suppose that

j[1] < j[2] < · · · < j[q]. (3)

By definition of a sequence (2),

q ≤ t(v) = p.

Therefore, by definition of G′, we can consider in G′ a
sequence in which all occurrences of v replaced by different
occurrences of nodes from

{vn+1, vn+2, . . . , vn+p}.

In view of (3), we can consider the following sequence:

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vij[1]−1
, vn+1,

vij[1]+1
, vij[1]+2

, . . . , vij[2]−1
, vn+2,

vij[2]+1
, vij[2]+2

, . . . , vij[q]−1
, vn+q,

vij[q]+1
, vij[q]+2

, . . . , vik . (4)

By definition of a sequence (2),

(vij[1]−1
, v)l[1] ∈ E, (v, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E,

(vij[2]−1
, v)l[3] ∈ E, (v, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, v)l[2q−1] ∈ E, (v, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E

for some

l[1], l[2], . . . , l[2q].

Therefore, by definition of G′,

(vij[1]−1
, vn+1)l[1] ∈ E′, (vn+1, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E′,

(vij[2]−1
, vn+2)l[3] ∈ E′, (vn+2, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E′,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, vn+q)l[2q−1] ∈ E′, (vn+q, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E′. (5)

From (5) and definition of a sequence (2) we obtain that the
sequence (4) is a path in the graph G′. By definition of G′

and (4),

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vij[1]−1
, vn+1,

vij[1]+1
, vij[1]+2

, . . . , vij[2]−1
, vn+2,

vij[2]+1
, vij[2]+2

, . . . , vij[q]−1
, vn+q,

vn+q+1, vn+q+2, . . . , vn+p,

vij[q]+1
, vij[q]+2

, . . . , vik . (6)

is a path in the graph G′. Since (2) is a path in G from S to
F , (4) is a path in the G′ from S to F . Since (2) is a path in
G such that robot R solves all tasks from S, in view of (1),
(6) is a path in G′ such that robot R solves all tasks from
S′. Moreover, it is easy to see that (6) is a path in G′ such
that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for

any task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no
more then f(v) times.

Now, let a sequence (2) be a path in G′ from S to F such
that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for
any task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no
more then f(v) times. Consider a set

{j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}

such that

j ∈ {j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}

if and only if ij > n. We can suppose that j[l1] > j[l2] if
and only if l1 > l2. Consider a sequence

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vij[1]−1
, v,

vij[1]+1
, vij[1]+2

, . . . , vij[2]−1
, v,

vij[2]+1
, vij[2]+2

, . . . , vij[q]−1
, v,

vij[q]+1
, vij[q]+2

, . . . , vik . (7)

By definition of a sequence (2),

(vij[1]−1
, vn+1)l[1] ∈ E′, (vn+1, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E′,

(vij[2]−1
, vn+2)l[3] ∈ E′, (vn+2, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E′,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, vn+q)l[2q−1] ∈ E′, (vn+q, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E′

for some

l[1], l[2], . . . , l[2q].

Therefore, by definition of G′,

(vij[1]−1
, v)l[1] ∈ E, (v, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E,

(vij[2]−1
, v)l[3] ∈ E, (v, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, v)l[2q−1] ∈ E, (v, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E.

From these relations and definition of a sequence (2) we
obtain that the sequence (7) is a path in the graph G. Since

t(vn+r) = 1, 1 ≤ r ≤ p,

it is easy to see that q ≤ p. Now, it is clear that (7) is a path
in G = (V,E) from S to F such that robot R solves all
tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s from set S
and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then f(v) times.

So, in G there exist a path from S to F such that robot
R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task
s from set S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then
f(v) times if and only if in G′ there exist a path from S to
F such that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s)
times for any task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′
visited no more then f(v) times.

In view of Lemma 1, we can assume that t(v) ∈ {1,∞},
v ∈ S.

Lemma 2. Let t(v) =∞ for some transition graph G =
(V,E) and set S, v ∈ S. Let
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S′ = (S\{v}) ∪ {vn+1}.

Let G′ = (V ′, E′) be a graph such that

V ′ = {v1, v2, . . . , vn+2},

E′ = {e1, e2, . . . , em,

(vi, vn+r)l, (vn+r, vj)l, (vn+1, vn+2)1 | (vi, v)l ∈ E,

(v, vj)l ∈ E, 1 ≤ r ≤ 2}\

{(vi, v)l, (v, vj)l | (vi, v)l ∈ E, (v, vj)l ∈ E},

t(vn+1) = 1,

f(vn+2) =∞.

In G there exist a path from S to F such that robot R solves
all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s from set
S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then f(v) times
if and only if in G′ there exist a path from S to F such that
robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any
task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no more
then f(v) times.

Proof of Lemma 2. Let a sequence

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vik (8)

be a path in G = (V,E) from S to F such that robot R
solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s
from set S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then
f(v) times. Consider a set

{j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}

such that

j ∈ {j[1], j[2], . . . , j[q]}

if and only if vij = v. Suppose that

j[1] < j[2] < · · · < j[q]. (9)

By definition of a sequence (8), q ≥ 1. Therefore, in view
of (9), we can consider the following sequence:

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vij[1]−1
, vn+1,

vij[1]+1
, vij[1]+2

, . . . , vij[2]−1
, vn+2,

vij[2]+1
, vij[2]+2

, . . . , vij[q]−1
, vn+2,

vij[q]+1
, vij[q]+2

, . . . , vik . (10)

By definition of a sequence (8),

(vij[1]−1
, v)l[1] ∈ E, (v, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E,

(vij[2]−1
, v)l[3] ∈ E, (v, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, v)l[2q−1] ∈ E, (v, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E

for some

l[1], l[2], . . . , l[2q].

Therefore, by definition of G′,

(vij[1]−1
, vn+1)l[1] ∈ E′, (vn+1, vij[1]+1

)l[2] ∈ E′,

(vij[2]−1
, vn+2)l[3] ∈ E′, (vn+2, vij[2]+1

)l[4] ∈ E′,

. . .

(vij[q]−1
, vn+2)l[2q−1] ∈ E′, (vn+2, vij[q]+1

)l[2q] ∈ E′.(11)

From (11) and definition of a sequence (8) we obtain that
the sequence (10) is a path in the graph G′.

Since (8) is a path in G from S to F , (10) is a path in the
G′ from S to F . Since (8) is a path in G such that robot R
solves all tasks from S, in view of S′ = (S\{v})∪ {vn+1},
(10) is a path in G′ such that robot R solves all tasks from
S′. Moreover, it is easy to see that (10) is a path in G′ such
that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for
any task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no
more then f(v) times.

Now, let a sequence (8) be a path in G′ from S to F such
that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for
any task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no
more then f(v) times. It is clear, that in this case we can
simply replace all occurrences of vn+1 and vn+2 by v. So,
in G there exist a path from S to F such that robot R solves
all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s from set
S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more then f(v) times
if and only if in G′ there exist a path from S to F such that
robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any
task s from set S′ and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no more
then f(v) times.

In view of Lemma 2, we can assume that t(v) = 1, v ∈ S.
For some transition graph G = (V,E) consider a graph

G′ = (V,E′) such that

E′ = E\{(v, v)p, (u, v)l | l > 1, (v, v)p ∈ E, (u, v)l ∈ E}.

It is easy to see that G have a path from S to F such that
robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any
task s from set S and each node v ∈ V \S visited no more
then f(v) times if and only if G′ have a path from S to
F such that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s)
times for any task s from set S and each node v ∈ V \S
visited no more then f(v) times. Therefore, we can assume
that (v, v)p 6∈ E, (u, v)l 6∈ E for any u, v ∈ V and l > 1.

Let for some transition graph G = (V,E) and set S a
sequence

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vik

be a path from S to F such that robot R solves all tasks but
no more then t(s) times for any task s from set S and each
node v ∈ V \S visited no more then f(v) times. Assume that

vip ∈ S, vip+q
∈ S,

vir 6∈ S, p+ 1 ≤ r ≤ p+ q − 1,

via = vib , p+ 1 ≤ a < b ≤ p+ q − 1.

Then it is easy to see that a sequence

vi1 , vi2 , . . . , via , vib+1
, . . . , vik
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be a path from S to F such that robot R solves all tasks but
no more then t(s) times for any task s from set S and each
node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no more then f(v) times. Therefore,
for any transition graph G = (V,E), set S, and node v ∈
V \S we can suppose that during a typical working day node
v can be visited by R only |S|+1 times. So, we can suppose
that f(v) ≤ |S|+ 1, v ∈ V \S.

Consider a graph G′ = (V ′, E′) such that

V \S = {vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vik},

V ′ = S ∪ {a1,1, a1,2, . . . , a1,g1}∪

{a2,1, a2,2, . . . , a2,g2}∪

. . .

{ak,1, ak,2, . . . , ak,gk}∪

{F0,F1, . . . ,Fg},

gp = f(vip), 1 ≤ p ≤ k,

g = 2
k∑

p=1

gp,

E′ = (((E\{(e,F)1 | e ∈ V })∪

{(e,F0)1 | (e,F)1 ∈ E, e ∈ V })\

{(e, vij )1, (vij , e)1 | e ∈ V, 1 ≤ j ≤ k})∪

{(e, aj,l)1, (aj,l, e)1 | 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ gj}∪

{(Fi,Fi+1)1 | 0 ≤ i ≤ g − 1}∪

{(Fi, aj,l)1, (aj,l,Fi+1)1 |

i = 2

j−1∑
p=1

gp + 2l − 1,

1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ gj}∪

{(Fg,F)1}.

Clearly, graph G′ have a Hamiltonian path if and only if
graph G have a path from S to F such that robot R solves
all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task s from
set S and each node v ∈ V ′\S′ visited no more then f(v)
times.

It is easy to see that this transformation can be done in
polynomial time. Therefore, we need to prove only NP-
hardness of the planning a typical working day for indoor
service robots problem. For this purpose we reduce the
Hamiltonian path problem to our problem.

A Hamiltonian path in a graph G is a path that visits
each graph node exactly once. Let us consider the following
problem:

HAMILTONIAN PATH PROBLEM:
Instance: A directed graph D = (A,B).
Question: Does D have a Hamiltonian path?
The Hamiltonian path problem is NP-complete (cf. [26]).
Now, we transform an instance of the Hamiltonian path

problem into an instance of the planning a typical working
day for indoor service robots problem as follows:

V = A ∪ {S,F},

E = B ∪ {(S, e), (e,F) | e ∈ B},

S = V,

t(s) = 1, s ∈ S.

It is easy to see that this transformation can be done in
polynomial time and logarithmic space.

Suppose that G have a path from S to F such that robot
R solves all tasks but no more then t(s) times for any task
s from set S. Since S = V and t(s) = 1, s ∈ S, this path
in a graph G is a path that visits each graph node exactly
once. By definition, this is a Hamiltonian path for G. Note
that in graph G there are no arcs from F to x ∈ V \{F}.
Correspondingly, in graph G there are no arcs from x ∈
V \{S} to S . Therefore, there exist a Hamiltonian path in
the subgraph H of G generated by V \{S,F}. It is easy to
see that H = D.

Suppose now that

a1, a2, . . . , ak

is a Hamiltonian path in D. Since

{(S, e), (e,F) | e ∈ B} ⊆ E,

it is easy to see that

S, a1, a2, . . . , ak,F

is a Hamiltonian path from S to F in G. Since t(s) = 1,
s ∈ S, by definition, this Hamiltonian path is a path from
S to F such that robot R solves all tasks but no more then
t(s) times for any task s from set S. Therefore, D have a
Hamiltonian path if and only if G have a path from S to
F such that robot R solves all tasks but no more then t(s)
times for any task s from set S and each node v ∈ V ′\S′
visited no more then f(v) times.

III. A LOGICAL MODEL OF THE PLANNING A TYPICAL
WORKING DAY FOR INDOOR SERVICE ROBOTS PROBLEM

The satisfiability problem is a core problem in mathe-
matical logic and computing theory. In practice, SAT is
fundamental in solving many problems in automated reason-
ing, computer-aided design, computer-aided manufacturing,
machine vision, database, robotics, integrated circuit design,
computer architecture design, and computer network design.
Traditional methods treat SAT as a discrete, constrained
decision problem. In recent years, many optimization meth-
ods, parallel algorithms, and practical techniques have been
developed for solving SAT (see [27]).

In particular, proposed several genetic algorithms [28] –
[31]. Considered hybrid algorithms in which the approach
of genetic algorithms combined with local search [32].
Relatively high efficiency demonstrated by algorithms based
solely on local search. Of course, these algorithms require
exponential time at worst. But they can relatively quick
receive solutions for many boolean functions. Therefore, it is
natural to use a reduction to the SAT to solve computational
hard problems.

Encoding problems as Boolean satisfiability and solving
them with very efficient satisfiability algorithms has recently
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caused considerable interest. In particular, local search algo-
rithms have given impressive results on many problems. For
example, there are several ways of SAT-encoding constraint
satisfaction (see e.g. [33] – [36]), clique [37], planning (see
e.g. [38] – [40]), and coloring problems (see e.g. [37],
[41]). There are a number of explicit reductions from the
Hamiltonian cycle problem to SAT (see e.g. [37], [41], [42]).

In previous section we obtain an explicit reduction from
the planning a typical working day for indoor service robots
problem to the Hamiltonian path problem. Using simple
combination of ideas from previous section and from [37]
we obtain an explicit reduction from the planning a typical
working day for indoor service robots problem to the satis-
fiability problem.

There is a well known site on which posted solvers
for SAT [43]. Currently on the site published more then
10 implementations of algorithms for solving SAT. They
are divided into two main classes: stochastic local search
algorithms and algorithms improved exhaustive search. All
solvers allow the conventional format for recording DIMACS
Boolean function in conjunctive normal form and solve the
corresponding problem [44]. In addition to the solvers the site
also represented a large set of test problems in the format of
DIMACS. This set includes randomly generated problems of
3SAT.

We create a generator of special hard and natural instances
for the planning a typical working day for indoor service
robots problem. Also we design our own genetic algorithm
for SAT which based on algorithms from [43].

We use heterogeneous cluster based on three clusters
(Cluster USU, Linux, 8 calculation nodes, Intel Pentium
IV 2.40GHz processors; umt, Linux, 256 calculation nodes,
Xeon 3.00GHz processors; um64, Linux, 124 calculation
nodes, AMD Opteron 2.6GHz bi-processors) [45]. For com-
putational experiment we create 161 special hard test sets
and 206 natural test sets. Each test was run on a cluster
of 100 nodes for 20 hours. For special hard test sets: the
maximum solution time was 12 hours; the average time
to find a solution was 21.5 minutes; the best time was 53
seconds. For natural test sets: the maximum solution time
was 10 hours; the average time to find a solution was 5.5
minutes; the best time was 26 seconds.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we consider the planning a typical working
day for indoor service robots problem. We have proved that
the problem is in NP. We considered an approach to solve
this problem.

Note that many planning problems for mobile vehicles are
NP-hard and therefore difficult to solve. Because getting the
best results by applying the exact algorithm from instance
computer program is very costly, therefore, intelligent al-
gorithms are often desired. Often we can not characterize
with assurance an intelligent algorithm that we use. Is this
a really good algorithm? Maybe we just use too simple
instances. We need hard instances to test our algorithms.
Using hard instances requires finding a solver that could find
the exact solutions for testing. If we have a solver for hard
instances, we can create a good test bed for testing intelligent
algorithms. In particular, we can use the explicit reduction

obtained in this paper to create a test bed for the planning a
typical working day for indoor service robots problem.

The problem is quite general. In particular, this problem
can be used for planning for cleaning and housekeeping
robots, robots for domestic tasks, guides and office robots,
humanoid and anthropomorphic robots, inspection robots,
picking and palletizing robots, surveillance and exploration
robots, etc. Note that the considered problem is of interest not
only for robots that have a set of typical repetitive tasks. Also,
the problem is of interest for planning of individual repeating
hard tasks. In particular, we can mention a visual calibration
(see e.g. [46]). However, it is a plenty room for further
investigations. In particular, in further research interesting
to consider planning in dynamic systems and planning with
a counteraction.
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